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THE INTERNET COLUMN
By Giles Turnbull



+ News you can lose yourself in +

Despite the growth of the web, the way we display news hasn’t changed much over the years. Mostly it’s lists of headlines, some of them with photographs. The more adventurous sites have started adding embedded video clips, but the basic model is still based on newspaper layouts that have been around for a hundred years. It’s time someone tried something new.

The team at MSNBC have done that with an experiment called Spectra (spectra.msnbc.com). When you reach that site, you’ll see a button marked “Launch Spectra”. Click it, and a new window opens, as big as your monitor. That window then starts loading up the Spectra interface.

You have to click the black “Add news channels” button to get started. A coloured ribbon appears across the top of the window, each colour matched to a news topic - red for top headlines, purple for politics, green for sport and so on. Click on any one of these to pull up a menu of sub-topics, any of which you can add to your personalised news space. 

Gradually your Spectra window fills with coloured index cards, each with a headline, floating in mid-air. You can use keyboard controls or your mouse to flick between them, picking out stories to read. It looks amazing, nothing like any news service you’ve seen before. But it takes ages to find news that’s actually interesting, much longer than scanning through lists of headlines. And the whizzy interface slows down computers too, putting strain on processors and forcing cooling fans to whiz as well.

And that’s probably why the established way of doing things has stuck around for so long. It works.


+ A good idea at the time +

For a couple of days, the internet was enthralled by the idea of The Biggest Drawing In The World (biggestdrawingintheworld.com). Swedish art student Erik Nordenankar made a bold claim on his web site, that he had constructed a package of Global Positioning System (GPS) gadgetry and sent it around the world via courier. The  complex route, plotting on a map, made a striking self-portrait of the young man who dreamt it all up. The image of Erik embracing the globe, with the UK hovering just above one ear, really did look astonishing.

It was backed up by video footage shot inside a courier’s warehouse, and photos of bundles of delivery notes. There was just one problem: it wasn’t real. After pressure from bloggers, Nordenankar was forced to admit: it was all a work of fiction. A good story, nonetheless.


+ Get a room +

FriendFeed (www.friendfeed.com) is one of the hip sites to be hanging out on at the moment. Most people use it for sharing links, Twitter posts, and other stuff that they’re posting and finding elsewhere on the web. FriendFeed is good at pulling together everything you do online, aggregating it all in one place. 

Trouble is, everyone can see everything. What if you want to use FriendFeed-ish features, but just for a small group of friends or colleagues? The new Rooms feature was made to help with that. You can grab yourself a Room (and a free FriendFeed account, if you haven’t got one already) from friendfeed.com/rooms. As Room owner, you get to choose who can contribute stuff, and who can read what goes on. Great for clubs and societies, charity groups, school projects and loads more.


+ Man on Mars +

Are you following the Phoenix Mars Lander mission? NASA is posting frequent updates online at /www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/phoenix/main/ and you can follow the action as it happens by signing up for email updates, or even adding the Lander as a friend on microblogging service Twitter (twitter.com/MarsPhoenix). If you want to see as-live-as-you-can-get images from another world, this is the way to do it.


+ Browsing around ... African music  +

:: Awesome tapes from Africa. What it says on the tin.
awesometapesfromafrica.blogspot.com

:: Likembe, a blog of African music old and new
likembe.blogspot.com

:: Afropop, a compendium of links and news
www.afropop.org

:: A blog crammed with mbalax videos
biimbooostyle.skyrock.com

:: Africa on your street, from BBC Radio 3
www.bbc.co.uk/africabeyond/africaonyourstreet 

:: All you need to know about Ghanaian music 
www.ghanamusic.com


+ Thing of the week +

Demolition: dozens of buildings demolished for your explosive entertainment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1qgx95SFds

Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org
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